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The Bedroom Collection
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A narrow shaker featuring an authentic woodgrain, 
Aldana lends itself to both contemporary and traditional 
styling for large or small bedroom spaces. Its extensive 
range of accessories including Made to Order options 
and endless colour choice gives you unlimited design 
possibilities. Opt for one of our 32 hues from our 
Standard Paint Palette (view on page 9) or colour match 
to any shade you desire. 

ALDANA

Aldana painted Marine.
Handles: Bar Handle K1-365 & T-Bar K1-363 in Antique Brushed Brass.
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Aldana painted Stone.
Handles: Bar Handle K1-379 & T-Bar K1-378 in Chrome.
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Aldana painted Reed Green.
Handles: Knob K1-305 Brushed Satin Brass.
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Dawson’s narrow shaker style door featuring bevelled 
v-groove and smooth matte foil finish is the perfect choice 
for those seeking beautiful yet affordable bedroom furniture.  
Available in 3 popular colours, choose from the muted tones 
of Porcelain, Cashmere and Light Grey (view on page 1) to 
create a truly tranquil space. 

DAWSON

Dawson Light Grey.
Handles: Bar Handle K1-354 & T-Bar K1-353 in Inox.
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Dawson Cashmere.
Handles: Cup Handle K1-359 & D-Handle 
K1-360 in Antique Brass.
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A traditional shaker featuring an authentic woodgrain effect 
foil, Kensington offers the look a solid timber range at a more 
economical price. A selection of wardrobe door designs and the 
3 colour options of Porcelain, Cashmere and Light Grey (view on 
page 1) allows you to create a warm, welcoming bedroom space 
that exudes charm and sophistication. 

KENSINGTON

Kensington Light Grey.
Handles: Cup Handle K1-323 & D-Handle K1-324 in Brushed Nickel.
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For those wanting to achieve an ultra-contemporary 
look at an affordable price, Zola Soft-Matte is the ideal 
choice with its robust slab door design and soft-matte 
finish.  Available in 7 colours (view on page 1) ranging 
from muted tones to darker shades, you can be as 
conservative or as bold as you like when it comes to 
creating your bedroom space. 

ZOLA SOFT-MATTE

Zola Soft-Matte Graphite.
Handles: Trim Handles K1-338 & K1-337 in Brushed Matte Black.
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Zola Soft-Matte Cashmere.
Handles: Trim Handle K1-340 in Brushed Brass.
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Zola Soft-Matte White.
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